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Abstract: This paper presents an experimental and numerical study on a ductile beam-column
connection between a composite reinforced concrete truss (CRCT) beam and a reinforced concrete
(RC) or concrete-filled tube (CFT) column subjected to bending and shear loads. Two experimental
models with different beam-column joint testing schemes, extracted from the same prototype three-
dimensional structure designed according to the rules of the capacity design provided by seismic
code, were subjected to quasi-static cyclic tests by applying gravitational loads and the horizontal
seismic force. The main objective of this paper is to verify the ductile behavior of both specimens
experimentally and to simulate the experimental global and local responses by nonlinear static
analysis, considering different modeling approaches. The comparison between the experimental and
numerical results highlights, for both models considered, the ductile and dissipative capacity of the
connection system, designed following the criteria of the hierarchy of resistances proposed by the
current Italian code. The results of different experimental setups demonstrate that the tests can be
repeated and the results can be reproduced by means of simple nonlinear models.

Keywords: earthquake-resistant structures; capacity design; ductile truss beam-to-column joint;
experimental tests; nonlinear modeling

1. Introduction

Prefabrication in civil buildings represents a production and construction method now
widely used in the realization of great modern construction. This approach can provide
a number of benefits, including a reduction in the time/cost ratio, efficiency, reliability,
quality control, and sustainability of solutions in both new construction and retrofitting.

Prefabricated or partially prefabricated structural elements include composite sections
of beams and/or columns. Generally, partially prefabricated beams consist of a bottom
plate made of steel or precast concrete and a steel truss that provides stability and strength
during installation. Beams are completed with concrete casting on site, giving the monolith
an adequate connection grade and strength for operating loads. The composite steel-
concrete section of columns includes concrete-filled tube CFT columns characterized by a
small-thickness steel tube filled with concrete; the steel tube confines the concrete, while
the concrete reduces the instability of the steel tube.

Structures designed and built with reference to the latest seismic codes must also satisfy
requirements aimed at ensuring adequate behavior of the structure during earthquakes.
Energy-dissipative structures must provide stiffness, strength, and ductility at ultimate limit
states in order to dissipate some of the input seismic energy by developing plasticization in
specific areas of the structure in accordance with the principle of capacity design adopted
by NTC18 [1], Eurocode 3 [2], and Eurocode 4 [3].

In this paper, a type of ductile beam-column connection, which is very common in pre-
cast reinforced concrete structures involving composite precast truss beams, is considered.
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The connection element must ensure the continuity of beam and column reinforcement
through the joint. If the beams are partially precast, the addition of rebar is required after
the beams have been placed and before the concrete completion casting is carried out.
Mechanically, the joints must have adequate resistance to shear stresses and must preserve
the integrity of the column to allow the formation of plastic hinges in the beam sections
near the joints.

Experimental tests on full-scale structural elements represent a fundamental instru-
ment for the correct characterization of the mechanical, static, and seismic behavior of
structures. For years now, experimental tests on beam-column joints referring to different
types of joints, materials, and construction technology have been widespread and easily
obtainable in the literature. These can be classified by modality of the test (monotonic,
cyclic) and load application (quasi-static or dynamic tests) and by the type of joint (internal,
external) and layout of specimen restraints.

Most of the solutions found in the literature, adopted for beam-column connections,
involve the use of integrative trusses where plastic hinge formation occurs [4–6]. These
connections allow for the standardization of the construction and reduce realization time
and costs. This concept is in contradiction with the requirements of current Italian code
NTC18 [1], for which composite trussed elements shall not be used in dissipative zones.

To experimentally reproduce the effective stress distribution on the specimens, a series
of constraints consisting of cylindrical hinges were applied. Studies conducted by [5–8]
demonstrated the ductile behavior of the connection with the localization of plastic hinges
at the ends of the beams when the joint is stressed by bending. Experimental testing can
be characterized by the different points of application of the external force. In the case of
external joints, the specimens are simplified as they involve a single beam, a lower column,
and an upper column properly constrained [7,9]. Other authors in their experimental
tests have adopted a scheme involving a cylindrical hinge at the base of the column, a
connecting rod applied at the end of the beam, and an actuator that applies the force at
the top of the column [10–12]. A different load pattern was used by [13,14] during testing
on post-tensioned glulam beam-column joints. In addition to the seismic forces and axial
stress applied to the column, additional masses were placed on the beam to simulate the
shear stress due to gravitational loads present in the seismic action combination.

In order to easily equip with efficient and cost-effective seismic damage-proof con-
nections of RC moment-resisting framed structures endowed with semi-prefabricated
steel-trussed concrete beams and standard RC pillars cast-in-place, a recent study has
developed specific energy dissipating systems for hybrid beam-to-column connections
using both experimental, numerical, and analytical methods [15–18]. Generally, the use
of friction dampers prevents damage to the structural elements, improves the expected
performance, and limits damage to the panel zone [19], while the use of devices based on
shape memory alloys (SMA) is more effective at recovering strains and reducing residual
deflections [20].

In the present study, the seismic performance of a composite steel-trussed concrete
beam ductile joint, patented as the MTR®system by Metal-Ri S.r.l. https://www.metalri.it
(accessed on 8 October 2023), is investigated by means of experimental tests performed on
two experimental specimens extracted from a prototype building realized with the same
beam and with different columns, made of reinforced concrete (RC) or concrete-filled tube
(CFT). The experimental models were subjected to quasi-static cyclic tests with different
experimental setups and test apparatus. Nonlinear numerical lumped plasticity models
and fiber models have been implemented in order to reproduce the experimental outcomes.
The objective of the investigation is to verify the bending strength and ductile capacity
of the beam-to-column connections when subject to gravitational and seismic loads in
accordance with the requirements provided in the Italian seismic code.

https://www.metalri.it
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2. Experimental Tests
2.1. Experimental Specimens

Two full-scale models of precast composite truss beam-column joints, extracted from
an external joint of a three-dimensional residential prototype building (Figure 1a), were
tested with different constraint conditions at the base of the column. The 2-storey prototype
residential building has plan dimensions of 11.40 m × 5.40 m with an inter-storey height of
3 m and consists of two main frames in the x-direction and three secondary frames in the
y-direction. All truss beams have dimensions of 30 × 25 cm, while all columns are made of
reinforced concrete with a 40 × 40 cm cross-section, in the first case, and of concrete-filled
tube with a 30 × 30 cm cross-section and a tube thickness of 8 mm.
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Figure 1. (a) Prototype building and (b) design response spectrum (LLS).

The prototype building was designed according to the Italian seismic code NTC2018 [1],
considering gravity loads and seismic action using a linear dynamic modal analysis with
a response spectrum. Gravitational loads due to structural and non-structural elements
(G1 = 2.4 kN/m2; G2 = 2.5 kN/m2 and 3.0 kN/m2) and accidental loads (Q = 2.0 kN/m2

and 1.5 kN/m2) were applied on the first and second floors, respectively. The seismic
action at Life Safety Limit State LLS was defined assuming a return period VR of 50 years,
peak ground acceleration ag = 2.44 m/s2, magnification factor F0 = 2.41, reference period
TC* = 0.36 s, soil type B, and behavior factor q = 2 (related to dissipative structure in medium
ductility class “CDM”). The LLS design response spectrum is shown in Figure 1b.

The specimens are representative of joints in framed seismic structures, where MTR-A
beams (Figure 2) are connected to an RC column cast in situ (specimen 1) and to a CFT
column (specimen 2), a system patented by Metal-Ri S.r.l. https://www.metalri.it (accessed
on 8 October 2023).
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In particular, both specimens have the same composite precast truss beam, which
consists of a 30 × 25 cm rectangular cross section. In the central part of the composite beam,
the steel truss ends immediately before the column element, and the two end parts consist
of a simple reinforced concrete section in which six 24 mm steel rebars are placed at the
ends of the beam and anchored in the joint panel, providing the required strength and
ductility for the beam section. Additional masses constituted by steel plates were placed
on the beams to simulate gravitational loads. Furthermore, external forces such as axial
stress in the column and a cyclic horizontal force simulating an earthquake are applied
to the model by hydraulic jacks. Additional masses, producing flexural and shear effects,
allow the study of possible brittle mechanisms related to shear stresses.

The specimens differ for column type, length, and base constraints. In specimen 1,
the reinforced concrete column (Figure 3a) has a rectangular cross-section of 40 × 40 cm,
a length of 3.00 m, and is hinged at the base (Figure 4a). In specimen 2, the composite
concrete-filled steel tube column (Figure 3b) has a rectangular cross-section of 30 × 30 cm,
a length of 4.50 m, and is fixed to the base (Figure 4b). Specimen 1 was made up of
C28/35 concrete, while specimen 2 was made up of C40/50 concrete. For both specimens,
reinforcement rebars and steel elements are referred to as B450C and S355, respectively. The
moment-rotation of the cross-sections of the ends of beams from the design is reported in
Figure 4c. In the design, the resistant section in the proximity of the beam-to-column joint is
considered to be made up only of concrete and the longitudinal reinforcement, neglecting
the contribution provided by the upper chord and the bottom plate of the steel truss. The
constitutive material behavior is a simplified bilinear behavior for steel and concrete. The
tensile strength of the concrete has been neglected in the design.
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2.2. Test Apparatus and Load Pattern

In order to reproduce the correct stress strain due to gravitational and seismic loads, a
dual configuration of constraints and external loads is required. Consequently, two distinct
experimental stages of loading have been considered. Stage 1 of loading is intended to re-
produce the loading and specimen deformation due to only gravitational loads. A constant
axial load of 80 kN is applied to the column, and a shear load with a triangular shape of
34 kN is applied to the beam when it is free to be deformed. The specimen is restrained
by the horizontal actuator on the top of the upper column. During stage 2 of loading, a
connecting rod with a cylindrical hinge is installed at the end of the beam. In this way,
the constraint boundary conditions of the specimen reproduce the inflection points of the
elastic deformation in the prototype three-dimensional structure. In this phase, the applica-
tion of the horizontal action simulating the earthquake occurs. Displacement-controlled
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quasi-static cyclic tests consist of almost twelve consecutive tests, each composed of three
displacement cycles imposed on the specimen. Each test corresponds to an increasing
value of drift, calculated at the top of the column as the top displacement d divided by the
application point height of the horizontal force, according to the test program shown in
Figure 5 and Table 1.
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The test equipment consists of horizontal and vertical hydraulic jacks and a con-
trast structure made of a reinforced concrete reaction wall for the hinged column model
(Figure 6a) and a reactive steel structure for the fixed column model (Figure 6b). Potentio-
metric displacement transducers were installed on the specimen to monitor and record the
global behavior (F) and the local deformations (P, T) of the joint panel and the base of the
fixed column. Three load cells have been placed to record the force applied at the top of
the columns in a vertical and horizontal direction and the reaction force at the end of the
vertical rigid rod elements placed at the end of the beams.
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Table 1. Expected drift and displacement: hinged and fixed column experimental tests.

N◦ Test Drift
[%]

Hinged Column
Displ. [mm]

Fixed Column Displ.
[mm]

Test 1 0.05% ±1.50 ±2.25
Test 2 0.25% ±7.50 ±11.25
Test 3 0.50% ±15.00 ±22.50
Test 4 0.75% ±22.50 ±33.75
Test 5 1.00% ±30.00 ±45.00
Test 6 1.25% ±37.50 ±56.25
Test 7 1.50% ±45.00 ±67.50
Test 8 2.00% ±60.00 ±90.00
Test 9 2.25% ±67.50 ±101.25

Test 10 2.50% ±75.00 ±112.50
Test 11 3.00% ±90.00 ±135.00
Test 12 3.50% ±105.00 ±157.50
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2.3. Experimental Results

The results of experimental tests carried out on the hinged column model (test speci-
men 1) at the Materials and Structures Test Facility of the University of Basilicata are shown
in Figure 7 in terms of the envelope of local moment-rotation of the connection element
(Figure 7a) and the envelope of global force-drift of the specimen (Figure 7b). The force
values considered are the values recorded at the actuator located at the top of the column,
while the drift is calculated as the ratio between the displacement made by the actuator
and the distance between the actuator and the cylindrical base hinge.

In the same way, the results of experimental tests carried out on the fixed column
model (test specimen 2) at the manufacturing facility of Metal-Ri S.r.l. are shown in Figure 8.
In this case, a reduction of the experimental drift compared to the theoretical drift in the
actuator pull direction is observed due to the different deformability on the two sides of the
external steel reaction structure. The fixed-base column responded within its elastic range
and contributed to increasing the global force compared with the hinged-base column.
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In both cases, the plastic hinge deformation can be observed at the end section of the
beam, starting from about 1% of drift. Good dissipative and ductile capacities are shown in
Figures 7a and 8a. The connections are able to support gravity loads despite the significant
reduction of global stiffness and strength related to the damage developed starting from
test 9 or test 8, respectively. Figure 8c represents the moment-rotation envelope at the base
of the column, which essentially remains in its elastic range.

Figure 9 shows for both specimens the crack pattern detected at the end of the test.
From Figure 9a, referring to the hinged specimen, it can be observed the plasticization of
the column beam connection section and a series of moderate cracks across the entire RC
joint panel. Figure 9b,c, related to the fixed base column specimen, shows the complete
flexural plasticization of the beam-column connection element while the integrity at the
base of the CFT column, where a possible plastic zone is expected, is preserved.

The direct comparison of experimental results is shown in Figure 10. Both specimens
are characterized by the same local behavior (Figure 10a) of the joint connection, while the
global behavior (Figure 10b) of the fixed column model has a significantly higher strength
and displacement capacity due to the influence of different test schemes.
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3. Numerical Analysis

With the aim of validating and interpreting the experimental results, two different
modeling approaches were considered using Sap2000 software [21], based respectively on
lumped plasticity or fiber modeling of the most stressed sections.

The first modeling approach considers a lumped plasticity model [20–22]. In the case
of the hinged base column (specimen 1), the model is composed of two elastic elements
connected by a plastic hinge inserted at the end of the beam (Figure 11a). In the case of
the fixed base column (specimen 2), the column is divided into eight elastic segments
50 cm in length connected by plastic hinges (Figure 11b). The segmental modeling allows
for better distribution of the elastic deformation along the column height; the location of
displacement transducers installed at the base of the CFT column (Figure 6b) has been
defined coherently with the segment length.
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The overall dimensions and external restraints adopted for the models are reported in
Figure 11a for specimen 1 and Figure 11b for specimen 2. In the lumped plasticity model,
the inelastic behavior is concentrated in a zero-length plastic hinge composed of a nonlinear
rotational spring calibrated on the basis of the experimental responses of both tests. The
reinforced concrete connection elements have the same geometric characteristics in both
specimens, which, however, are made of different materials that affect the moment–rotation
relationship. The overstrength capacity of the panel zone is defined in the model by means
of a rigid end offset. For the fixed column model, a rigid zone was also defined at the base
of the column.

In the second modeling approach, numerical fiber element plasticity models [23] able
to take into account the yield of steel, including strain hardening, are defined to validate
the nonlinear behavior of both experimental tests (Figure 12a,b). In fiber modeling, the
inelastic behavior is distributed in the plasticity model within the length of the deformable
region, taking into account the spread of inelastic behavior both over the cross-sections
and along the member length. The proposed models may be easily implemented in a finite
element software program adopting elastic and nonlinear mono-dimensional elements.
With particular regard to the current case, column and beam elements were modeled
with frame elements divided into a number of segments in which the section properties
are assumed constant; the cross-section of each segment is divided into a number of
fibers (Figure 12c) having a nonlinear stress–strain relationship with both steel and concrete
materials (Figure 12d). Fiber sections are defined only based on geometrical and mechanical
properties without applying any empirical calibration procedure.

With the aim of accurately reproducing the distribution of the plastic strains in the first
part of the beam close to the column edge, having the RC cross-sections A-A represented in
Figure 2, a dense discretization has been employed with a segment of size 50 mm for an
extension equal to 2h, where h is the section element depth, while the remaining elements of
the prefabricated beam with dimension 205 mm, having the cross-sections B-B represented
in Figure 2, have been considered elastic. The cross-section of the beams has been discretized
into 20 × 20 fibers of unconfined concrete and steel reinforcement rebars. A linear behavior
has been assumed for the tensile model of the concrete, considering an elasticity modulus
of Ect = Ec/3 and a tensile strength of fct = fcu/10. The contributions of stiffness and strength
of the beam provided by the reinforcement of the truss and of the bottom steel plate in
the proximity of the joint are neglected. In fact, the details of the connection to the joint,
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characterized by the absence of connection devices and the anchoring of both the truss and
the bottom steel plate, were confirmed by the experimental results.
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Within the definition of the fiber finite element of the columns, in order to model
the constitutive law of the unconfined concrete in compression, the relationship proposed
by Italian code [1] has been used. Concerning the steel of the deformed bars and the
plate, trilinear constitutive laws are assumed with reference to the empirical values. Rigid
elements are used for modeling the joint panel since, during the experimental tests, it
remained intact without any shear deformation. External restraints for reproducing the test
apparatus have also been introduced.

The comparison between experimental results and numerical simulations is shown in
Figure 13 in terms of local and global behavior, considering both experimental specimens
and modeling approaches. Both numerical models provide the curves for monotonic load,
which represent the envelope of the cyclic behavior.
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Figure 13. Numerical-experimental comparison of the hinged column model in terms of: (a) moment-
rotation at the end of the beam and (b) force displacement.

In Figure 13, the local and global behaviors of the hinged base column (specimen 1)
are shown in terms of moment-rotation of the end sections of the beams (Figure 13a) and
of horizontal force versus drift of the top of the columns (Figure 13b). In the same way, in
Figure 14, the seismic performances of the fixed base column (specimen 2) are shown in
terms of moment-rotation of the end sections of the beam (Figure 14a), horizontal force-
drift of the top of the column (Figure 14b), and moment-rotation of the base section of the
concrete-filled tube column (Figure 14c).
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Figure 14. Numerical-experimental comparison of the fixed column model in terms of: (a) moment-
rotation at the end of the beam; (b) force displacement; and (c) moment-rotation at the base of
the column.

It can be observed that both numerical simulations, based on lumped plasticity or
fiber models, are well correlated with the global experimental responses. The analyses
performed on the fixed base model have also allowed verifying that the columns remain in
the elastic range satisfying the capacity design criteria.

4. Conclusions

The ductility of the overall dissipative structure depends essentially on the behavior of
the connection elements, which are able to develop the required plasticization mechanism
imposed by the capacity design criteria of the seismic codes. In this paper, the ductile
behavior of beam-column joint connections between composite truss beams and reinforced
concrete columns or concrete-filled tube columns has been experimentally proven by means
of quasi-static cyclic tests.
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Two experimental models characterized by the same beam sections and different
solutions for the column—the first entirely made of reinforced concrete with a hinged-base
RC column and the second made with a cast of concrete in a steel tube with a fixed-
base—have been tested. Although the global response of the two models is significantly
different due to the different geometric and constraint configurations, the experimental
results show an essentially identical local behavior of the connection system despite the
different class of concrete material. The tests were carried out in different facilities, at the
seismic laboratory of the University of Basilicata and at the manufacturing site, deducing the
repeatability of the experimental results. Both experimental specimens were able to support
the shear stresses resulting from the gravitational loads and develop the required levels
of local rotation and global drift even after the connections themselves were damaged.
The plasticization of the section is characterized by stable behavior with a significant
amount of energy dissipation, showing a limited reduction in strength and evidencing a
predominantly flexural crack pattern.

Two simple modeling approaches for the analysis of seismic-resistant frames built
using partially prefabricated structural elements, such as precast composite trussed beams,
were adopted for both specimens in order to simulate and validate the test results. A
lumped plasticity model calibrated on the experimental results and a blind fiber model
defined only on the geometrical and mechanical properties have been implemented in
SAP 2000 software. The simulations with the fiber models are in good agreement with
the numerical results of segmental lumped plasticity models, verifying that the columns
remain in the elastic range satisfying the capacity design criteria and are coherent with the
experimental data. The results of different experimental setups demonstrate that the tests
are repeatable.
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